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Abstract
In this paper, we study the structure of an assosymmetric algebra A by investigating various radicals and
show that the Wedderburn principal theorem holds when A/R(A) has no 1-dimensional factor where R(A)
is the radical of A and also discuss a Pierce decomposition of A.
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1. Introduction
A nonassociative algebra is said to be left-symmetric if the associator has a left-symmetry,
i.e., symmetric with respect to the first two variables. We will assume that all the algebras in
this paper are defined over real or complex field. A left-symmetric algebra arises naturally in
various contexts but for us in conjunction with the study of actions of affine transformations.
(For example, see [2,7,10,11,14,23], etc.) In this regard, the left invariant flat affine structures on
a Lie group correspond to the left-symmetric algebra structures on its Lie algebra.
The structure theory of the left-symmetric algebras in its general form does not seem to fol-
low in a reasonable way. But if it has some additional conditions which arises naturally in many
different areas of mathematics, one can obtain a nice structure theory or classifications and lots
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ample, see [4,5,13,15,16,18,21–25], etc.) If a left-symmetric algebra has also the right-symmetry
condition, it has been called an assosymmetric algebra [3,9,12,19] or a bi-symmetric algebra [4].
A left-symmetric algebra can be viewed geometrically as a locally simple transitive affine ac-
tions on an affine space and vice versa. In this case a canonical invariant metric defined by the
trace form coming from right multiplication plays an important role in the affine geometry since
it is invariant under the affine action, i.e., that gives rise to a left invariant pseudo Riemannian
metric on the associated Lie group. This metric becomes also right invariant, hence bi-invariant,
if and only if this left-symmetric algebra is also right-symmetric, i.e., becomes an assosymmet-
ric algebra. (See Section 3 for more precise details.) The structure of an assosymmetric algebra
has long been studied by several authors in its own right and notably the radical and semisimple
ones were determined [11,19]. Also a natural basis for the free assosymmetric algebras is stud-
ied [9] and the low-dimensional classification along with the associated Lie algebra structure is
obtained [4]. But it is apparent from its earliest stage that the Wedderburn theorem does not hold
as a very simple 2-dimensional example shows. This is particularly disappointing because the
Wedderburn principal theorem for associative algebras could be generalized to alternative alge-
bras and Jordan algebras [1,17,20], and holds for other types of left-symmetric algebras which
have an additional condition.
In this paper, we show that in fact the phenomenon this 2-dimensional example demonstrates,
that is, lack of an idempotent, is essentially the only exception and the Wedderburn principal the-
orem does hold for an assosymmetric algebra otherwise (see Theorem 4.7). We cannot avoid this
phenomenon in general and the key is the existence of an idempotent corresponding to the idem-
potents in the semisimple quotients. We also show that the assosymmetric algebra has a Pierce
decomposition which has a multiplicative structure that looks like a generalization of a matrix
multiplication. (See Theorem 4.9 and compare with the Pierce decomposition of alternative al-
gebra [20] and T-algebra of Vinberg [23].) We will briefly recall some necessary background for
left-symmetric algebra in the next section. In Section 3, we collect and compare various notions
of radicals introduced by different authors and show that these all coincide in assosymmetric
algebras and especially organize the presentation of the results and proofs through the view point
from left-symmetric algebra. We will investigate and prove Wedderburn decomposition in Sec-
tion 4 by checking the extension theory very carefully using inductions, and then will describe a
Pierce decomposition.
2. Preliminary
An algebra A with an identity
x · (y · z)− y · (x · z)− [x, y] · z = 0, (1)
where [x, y] = x ·y−y ·x, for x, y, z ∈ A is called a left-symmetric algebra. Then A− = (A, [ ])
will become a Lie algebra called the associated Lie algebra. If simply connected Lie group G has
a left invariant affinely flat structure, G can be developed on an affine space En by a developing
map D : G → En. We usually identify A− = g with T0En = Rn via the differential of D. With
this identification, x ·y corresponds to ∇yx with respect to the induced pull back connection ∇ and
Koszul radical R(A) is defined to be the set of a ∈ A such that a + Ω = Ω , where Ω = D(G).
From this definition, one can check that the radical is a left ideal. (See [6,8].)
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map D : G → En is onto, i.e., G acts on En simply transitively. Therefore the left-symmetric
algebra A given by the flat affine structure  on g is complete if and only if R(A) = A by the
above discussion.
Let A be a left-symmetric algebra and denote by λ (respectively ρ) the left (respectively right)
multiplication, i.e., λa(b) = a · b = ρb(a). Then the left-symmetry is equivalent to each of the
following identities,
[λx,λy] = λ[x,y], (2)
[ρx,λy] = ρxρy − ρyx. (3)
An induction with (3) gives the following identity
ρkx = ρxk − [λxk−1 , ρx] − ρx[λxk−2 , ρx] − · · · − ρk−2x [λx,ρx], (4)
for all x ∈ A and k = 1,2, . . . . Therefore trρkx = trρxk and this shows that ρx is nilpotent if and
only if trρx = 0 for all x ∈ A.
An algebraic characterization of the Koszul radical of a left-symmetric algebra was obtained
by Helmstetter [8]. Let K be the kernel of the linear form trρ.
Theorem 2.1 (Helmstetter). Let A be a left-symmetric algebra. Then the Koszul radical R(A) is
the maximal left ideal contained in K = ker trρ.
The following proposition about the equivalent conditions for the completeness is well known
[7,21].
Proposition 2.2. Let A be a left-symmetric algebra. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) A is complete, i.e., A = R(A).
(2) trρx = 0 for all x ∈ A.
(3) ρx is nilpotent for all x ∈ A.
It follows readily from this Proposition with Theorem 2.1 that R(A) is complete.
In the study of left-symmetric algebra, this linear map trρ plays an important role and trρxy =
trρxρy = trρyρx holds by (3) and we define a symmetric bilinear form σ by σ(x, y) = trρxy .
We will show in the next section that in an assosymmetric algebra σ plays a role of Killing form
in a Lie algebra.
Suppose we have two left-symmetric algebras I and K . We want to define a left-symmetric
algebra structure · on a vector space extension A of I by K so that
0 → I i→ A p→ K → 0
becomes a short exact sequence of left-symmetric algebras.
Choose a linear map u : K → A with p ◦ u = id and denote u(x) = x. Then an element of A
can be written uniquely as a+ x, a ∈ I , x ∈ K , and (a+ x) · (b+ y) = a · b+ x · b+ a · y + x · y.
Define λ,ρ : K → gl(I ) by λx(b) = x · b and ρy(a) = a · y and define a bilinear map g : K ×
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five conditions are satisfied:
(E1) λx(bc) = λx(b) · c + b · λx(c)− ρx(b) · c,
(E2) ρz[a, b] = a · ρz(b)− b · ρz(a),
(E3) [λx,λy] − λ[xy] = λf (x,y), where f (x, y) = g(x, y)− g(y, x),
(E4) [λy,ρz] + ρzρy − ρyz = ρg(y,z),
(E5) δg(x, y, z) = g(x, y · z)− g(y, x · z)− g([xy], z)+ x · g(y, z)− y · g(x, z)− g(x, y) · z+
g(y, x) · z = 0, where x · g(y, z) = λx(g(y, z)), . . . , etc.
If these conditions are satisfied, then the left-symmetric algebra structure on A = I ⊕ K ,
a vector space direct sum, is defined by (a, x) · (b, y) = (a · b + λx(b)+ ρy(a)+ g(x, y), x · y).
We summarize these as follows [11].
Proposition 2.3. There exists a left-symmetric algebra structure on a vector space A extending
a left-symmetric algebra I by a left-symmetric algebra K iff there are linear maps λ,ρ : K →
gl(I ) and a bilinear map g : K ×K → I such that (E1) ∼ (E5) holds.
Remark 2.4. In this case, the Lie algebra structure of the associated Lie algebra A− comes from
those of I− and K− via the action adx = λx − ρx ∈ Der(I−) such that [adx,ady] = ad[x,y] +
adf (x,y), where f (x, y) = g(x, y)− g(y, x) satisfies
δf (x, y, z) = f (x, [y, z])+ f (y, [z, x])+ f (z, [x, y])+ [x,f (y, z)]
+ [y,f (z, x)]+ [z, f (x, y)]= 0.
3. The structure of an assosymmetric algebra
Definition 3.1. An algebra A is called assosymmetric if the associator (x, y, z) = (x · y) · z− x ·
(y · z) remains invariant under each permutation.
It is clear that left-symmetric algebras which are also right-symmetric are assosymmetric.
Example 3.2.
(1) An associative algebra is assosymmetric.
(2) An algebra with nonzero products given by y · x = x, y · y = y + x is assosymmetric but not
associative.
Proposition 3.3. Let A be a left-symmetric algebra.
(1) A is assosymmetric if and only if −ρ is a Lie algebra homomorphism.
(2) If A is assosymmetric, then σ is associative, i.e., σ(xy, z) = σ(x, yz), where σ(x, y) =
trρx·y . Conversely, if σ is nondegenerate and associative, then A is assosymmetric.
(2)′ If A is assosymmetric, then τ is associative, i.e., τ(xy, z) = τ(x, yz), where τ(x, y) =
trλx·y . Conversely, if τ is nondegenerate and associative, then A is assosymmetric.
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This holds for all x ∈ A and we obtain −[ρy,ρz] = ρ[y,z]. The converse is obvious.
(2) Consider the identities:
trρ(x,y,z) = trρ(xy)z−x(yz) = trρz(xy)−x(yz) = trρz(yx)−(zy)x+(zx)y−x(yz)
= trρy(zx)−(yz)x+(zx)y−x(yz) = 2 trρy(zx)−(yz)x = −2 trρ(yz)x−y(zx)
= −2 trρ(y,z,x) = −2 trρ(x,y,z).
Here we use the right-symmetry for the third equality and left-symmetry for the forth equality.
Now then σ(xy, z)− σ(x, yz) = trρ(x,y,z) = 0.
Conversely, using the associativity of σ , we have that
σ
([y, z],w)= σ (x, [y, z]w)= σ (x, y(zw))− σ (x, z(yw))= σ ((xy)z,w)− σ ((xz)y,w),
for all w ∈ A. Since σ is nondegenerate, it follows that x[y, z] = (xy)z − (xz)y, i.e., A is right-
symmetric.
(2)′ is obtained by using λ instead of ρ in the proof of (2). 
Remark 3.4. Let A be a left-symmetric algebra. σ is Lie associative, i.e., σ([x, y], z) =
σ(x, [y, z]) if and only if σ is associative since
σ
([x, y], z)= σ (x, [y, z])⇔ σ(x, yz)− σ(y, xz) = σ(x, yz)− σ(x, zy) ⇔ σ(y, xz)
= σ(x, zy).
Similarly, τ is Lie associative if and only if τ is associative. Therefore when A is assosymmetric,
σ and τ give rise to bi-invariant metrics on the Lie group associated to the Lie algebra A−. Note
that a left invariant metric is also right invariant if and only if it is ad-invariant, i.e., it is Lie
associative.
Proposition 3.5. If A is assosymmetric, then R(A) = A⊥ with respect to σ and it is an ideal.
Proof. For x ∈ A⊥, and a, b ∈ A, σ(b, ax) = σ(ba, x) = 0 and σ(xa, b) = σ(x, ab) = 0. There-
fore A⊥ is an ideal. If x ∈ A⊥, then trρmx = trρxm = trρxm−1x = σ(xm−1, x) = 0 for m 2. Thus
ρ2x is nilpotent and so is ρx , showing that A⊥ ⊂ K = ker trρ. It follows that R(A) = A⊥ since
R(A) is the maximal left ideal in K by Theorem 2.1 and clearly R(A) ⊂ A⊥ holds. 
We consider the opposite algebra A∗ = (A,∗) defined by the product a∗b = −b ·a on A. Then
by the right (left respectively) symmetry of A = (A, ·), A∗ becomes a left (right respectively)-
symmetric algebra.
Proposition 3.6. Let A be a complete assosymmetric algebra. Then there is a basis of A such
that the matrices for λ, ρ can be put simultaneously into a strictly upper triangular form.
Proof. For A is complete, ρa is nilpotent for all a ∈ A. This implies λ∗a is nilpotent for all
a ∈ A∗ and hence by Engel’s theorem 0 = · · ·A∗ · (A∗ · (A∗ ·A∗)·) = (·(A ·A) ·A) ·A · · · = A∞.
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upper triangular form by [11, Proposition 2.3]. 
Remark 3.7. From Proposition 3.5, R(A) is equal to the (transitive) radical introduced by [4],
which is the maximal complete ideal of A. Furthermore, R(A) is the nilpotent radical by Propo-
sition 3.6 (see also [4]), and also equals the solvable radical by [19].
E. Kleinfeld showed the following fundamental fact [12], provided the characteristic of the
underlying field of A is different from 2 and 3.
Theorem 3.8 (Kleinfeld). If A is an assosymmetric algebra without ideals I = 0 such that I 2 = 0,
then A is associative.
Now the following well-known result follows (see also [4]).
Corollary 3.9. A/R(A) is semisimple and associative.
Proposition 3.10. Let A be an assosymmetric algebra. If σ is nondegenerate, then A does not
contain an ideal I = 0 such that I 2 = 0 and A is a semisimple associative algebra.
Proof. Let I be a nonzero ideal such that I 2 = 0. Then for all x ∈ I , clearly trρx = 0 and hence I
belongs to A⊥. Now if we assume that σ is nondegenerate, then A⊥ = 0 and there is no nonzero
ideal I such that I 2 = 0. Suppose there is a proper ideal I in A such that the restriction of σ on
I is degenerate. Then I⊥ is an ideal by the associativity of σ and J = I ∩ I⊥ becomes a nonzero
ideal in A. Now 0 = σ(AJ,J ) = σ(A,J 2) and hence J 2 = 0. It follows that σ is nondegenerate
on each ideal and I⊥ becomes a complementary ideal, which shows that A is semisimple. The
associativity follows from the previous Kleinfeld theorem. 
Corollary 3.11. Let A be an assosymmetric algebra. Then the following are equivalent.
(1) A is semisimple.
(1)′ A∗ is semisimple.
(2) σ is nondegenerate.
(2)′ τ is nondegenerate.
(3) R(A) = 0.
(4) There does not exist a nonzero ideal I such that I 2 = 0.
In a nilpotent assosymmetric algebra, the center (or the annihilator) of A, C(A) := T ∩ P ,
where T = kerλ = {x ∈ A | x ·A = 0} and P = kerρ = {x ∈ A | A ·x = 0}, is a nonzero ideal and
hence the complete assosymmetric algebra structures are obtained inductively by the successive
extensions of the trivial algebras.
Proposition 3.12. Let A be an assosymmetric algebra. Then A is obtained by an extension of a
nilpotent radical R(A) by a semisimple associative algebra. And R(A) is obtained inductively
by the successive extensions of the trivial algebras.
Remark 3.13. The extension conditions for the assosymmetric algebra are summarized as fol-
lows using the notations in Section 2.
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λ = ρ = 0 and
(E5) δg(x, y, z) = g(x, y · z)− g(y, x · z)− g([xy], z) = 0,
(E5)′ δ′g(x, y, z) = g(x · y, z)− g(x · z, y)− g(x, [y, z]) = 0.
(b) 0 → R(A) → A → A/R(A) → 0
(E1) λx(bc) = λx(b) · c + b · λx(c)− ρx(b) · c,
(E2) ρz[a, b] = a · ρz(b)− b · ρz(a),
(E3) [λx,λy] − λ[xy] = λf (x,y), where f (x, y) = g(x, y)− g(y, x),
(E4) [λy,ρz] + ρzρy − ρyz = ρg(y,z),
(E5) δg(x, y, z) = g(x, y · z)− g(y, x · z)− g([xy], z)+ x · g(y, z)− y · g(x, z)− g(x, y) · z+
g(y, x) · z = 0,
(E1)′ ρz(a · b) = ρz(a) · b + a · ρz(b)− a · λz(b),
(E2)′ λx[b, c] = λx(b) · c − λx(c) · b,
(E3)′ [λx,ρy] − λxλy + λx·y = −λg(x,y),
(E4)′ −[ρy,ρz] − ρ[y,z] = ρf (y,z),
(E5)′ δ′g(x, y, z) = g(x · y, z) − g(x · z, y) − g(x, [y, z]) + g(x, y) · z − g(x, z) · y − x ·
f (y, z) = 0.
4. Wedderburn decomposition
First consider the case when A/R(A) = gl(n). Let us denote gl(n) = z⊕ sl(n), where z = 〈e〉
is the center of gl(n) and e is the identity element of gl(n). For the short exact sequence 0 →
R(A) → A → gl(n) → 0, we denote the actions of gl(n) on R(A) by λ : gl(n) → gl(R(A)), the
left action map and by ρ : gl(n) → gl(R(A)), the right action map respectively as before. Note
from (E3) that if R(A)2 = 0, then λ (respectively −ρ) becomes a Lie algebra homomorphism
and R(A) becomes a λ(gl(n)) module (respectively ρ(gl(n)) module).
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that R(A)2 = 0 and x is an idempotent in gl(n). Then λx , ρx are simulta-
neously diagonalizable with eigenvalues only 0 or 1.
Proof. (1) First note that from (E4)′ and the hypothesis R(A)2 = 0, we obtain
[λx,ρy] − λxλy + λx·y = 0 (5)
and applying this formula inductively, we obtain the following identity:
λnx = λxn + [λx,ρxn−1 ] + λx[λx,ρxn−2 ] + · · · + λn−2x [λx,ρx]. (6)
By taking the trace on both sides and using x2 = x, we have trλnx = trλxn = trλx for all n,
and hence λx has eigenvalues only 0 or 1. By (E4) and (E4)′ we figure [λx,ρx] = λ2x − λx =
−ρ2x + ρx and this implies that the Lie algebra generated by λx and ρx is nilpotent. Hence
there exists a basis of R(A) such that λx and ρx have simultaneous diagonal block form each
of which is upper triangular with single eigenvalue. Consider λx and ρx blockwise and use the
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certain block, then λx − α and ρx − β are strictly upper triangular matrices and
[λx − α,ρx − β] = λ2x − λx = (λx − α)2 + (2α − 1)(λx − α). (7)
Note that the first equality follows from (5) and α2 − α = 0 in the last equality since α is 0 or 1.
Let Uk = {A = (aij ) | aij = 0, j − i < k}, k = 1,2, . . . be a filtration of the space of strictly
upper triangular matrices. Since UkUl ⊂ Uk+l , comparing the filtration level of [λx − α,ρx − β],
(λx −α)2 and (λx −α) in (7) we conclude that λx −α = 0. Similarly using the identity [λx,ρx] =
−ρ2x +ρx , we obtain ρx = β . We apply these arguments to each block and conclude that both λx
and ρx are diagonal with eigenvalues only 0 or 1. 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that R(A)2 = 0 and let e be the identity element of gl(n). Then the follow-
ing hold.
(1) λe, ρe are simultaneously diagonalizable with eigenvalues only 0 or 1.
(2) Let S be a λ(gl(n)) submodule of R(A) and let λ : gl(n) → gl(S) be the induced Lie algebra
homomorphism. Then kerλ = 0 or gl(n).
(2)′ Let S be a ρ(gl(n)) submodule of R(A) and let −ρ : gl(n) → gl(S) be the induced Lie
algebra homomorphism. Then kerρ = 0 or gl(n).
(3) If P = {x ∈ A | A · x = 0} = 0, then λe = Id.
(3)′ If T = {x ∈ A | x ·A = 0} = 0, then ρe = Id.
Proof. (1) It is clear by the previous lemma since e is an idempotent.
(2) Since R(A)2 = 0, λ is a Lie algebra homomorphism by (E3) and kerλ, being an ideal of
gl(n), has to be one of the four possible ideals 0, z, sl(n) and gl(n). We claim that kerλ cannot
be either z or sl(n). Assume that z = 〈e〉 ⊂ kerλ, i.e., λe = 0. By (1), we can decompose R(A) =
R0 ⊕R1, where R0 = kerλe, R1 = Imλe . Since for all y ∈ gl(n) we have [λe, [λe,ρy]] = 0 from
(5) and [λe,λy] = λ[e,y] = 0 from (E3), ρy and λy preserve the weight space decomposition
of λe, i.e., R0 and R1. From the identity [λe,ρy] − λeλy + λy = 0, we have λy(R0) = 0. Since
λe = 0, S ⊂ R0 and λy(S) = 0. Therefore kerλ = gl(n).
Suppose that sl(n) ⊂ kerλ. Let eij be a standard basis element for gl(n) whose only nonzero
entry is 1 in (i, j)-slot. Then for all i, eii − e11 ∈ sl(n) and λeii = λe11 . Note that λe and λe11
have eigenvalues only 0 and 1 in R(A) as in the proof of (1) since e and e11 are idempotents.
Now that λe = λe11 + λe22 + · · · + λenn = nλe11 , an eigenvalue consideration forces that λe = 0 if
n = 1. Hence kerλ = gl(n). If n = 1, the statement trivially holds.
(3) As observed above, R0 is a λ(gl(n)) submodule. Applying (2) for S = R0, kerλ = 0 or
gl(n). Since λe|R0 = 0, i.e., e ∈ kerλ, we have kerλ = gl(n) and hence gl(n) ·R0 = 0. It follows
then from the hypothesis R(A)2 = 0 that R0 ⊂ P . Since P = 0, we conclude that R0 = 0 and
λe = Id.
By the symmetry of left and right multiplication in assosymmetric algebra, we have the cor-
responding statements (2)′, (3)′ for ρ instead of λ. 
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that R(A)2 = 0. Then the following hold.
(1) λxλy = λx·y .
(1)′ ρyρx = ρx·y .
(2) ρxλy = λyρx .
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gl(n). Since R(A)2 = 0, λ is a Lie algebra homomorphism. Since B is abelian, there ex-
ists a direct decomposition R(A) = R(α1) + · · · + R(αm), where R(αi) = {r ∈ R(A): for all
x ∈ B, (λx − αi(x))r = 0} are B-invariant weight spaces for B . By Lemma 3.1, λeii is diagonal
with eigenvalues only 0 or 1 and there is no block such that αk(eii) = αk(ejj ) = 1 where i = j
since eii , eii + ejj are idempotents. Since [λeij , λekk ] = λ[eij ,ekk] = δjkλeik − δkiλekj , we know
λeij maps from the block where the eigenvalue of λejj is 1 to the block where the eigenvalue of
λeii is 1 and since [λeij , λekl ] = δjkλeil − δliλekj , we can get (1). By using −ρ instead of λ, we
can get (1)′. 
Proposition 4.4. Let A be an assosymmetric algebra and R(A) be its nilpotent radical. If
A/R(A) = gl(n), then there exists a Lie subalgebra of A− complementary to R(A). Further-
more, if n > 1, there exists a subalgebra of A complementary to R(A) (i.e., Wedderburn decom-
position theorem holds in this case) and any two complementary subalgebras are transformed
into each other by a product of automorphisms of the form ead(r) where r ∈ R(A).
Proof. When n = 1, that is obvious so we consider the case n > 1. We will prove the proposition
in three steps.
Step 1. The proposition holds for each of the following four cases:
(1) R(A) = T = P ;
(2) R(A)2 = 0, P = 0 and T = R(A) (or T = 0 and P = R(A));
(3) R(A)2 = 0 and T = P = 0.
Proof of Step 1. The strategy of the proof is the following. In the short exact sequence
0 → R(A) → A → gl(n) → 0, consider the projection map p : A → gl(n) = z ⊕ sl(n). Since
R(A)2 = 0, the associated Lie algebra R(A)− is abelian and p−1(z) is a solvable ideal of the
associated Lie algebra A−. Since the quotient by p−1(z) is sl(n), p−1(z) is the radical of A− and
hence we obtain and fix a Lie algebra section S = sl(n) of sl(n) by Levi’s theorem. Therefore
from the extension conditions we always have that f (x, y) = 0 for all x and y in sl(n). Now we
want to find a section e of e such that the linear section 〈e〉 + S becomes a Lie algebra section of
gl(n).
For the case (1), notice that λe = ρe = 0 from the hypothesis R(A) = T = P so that e ·R(A) =
R(A) · e = 0. Start with any section e of e. Suppose that e · e = e + r , r ∈ R(A). Then choose
a new section of e as e˜ = e + r , and then e˜ · e˜ = (e + r) · (e + r) = e · e = e + r = e˜. Hence
we may assume that e is an idempotent, i.e., g(e, e) = 0. Now it suffices to show that g(e, y) =
g(y, e) = 0 for all y ∈ sl(n). This would then imply that f (e, y) = g(e, y) − g(y, e) = 0 and
hence f (x, y) = 0 for all x, y in gl(n), that is, 〈e〉+ S is the desired Lie algebra section of gl(n).
In fact, let x, y ∈ sl(n) and z = e in (E5), then from the hypothesis we have R(A) ·A = T ·A =
0 = A · P = A ·R(A) and hence
0 = δg(x, y, e) = g(x, y)− g(y, x)− g([x, y], e)= f (x, y)− g([x, y], e)= −g([x, y], e).
Since [sl(n), sl(n)] = sl(n), g(y, e) = 0 for all y ∈ sl(n). Similarly we obtain g(e, y) = 0, y ∈
sl(n) from (E5)′ with x = e. From (E5) with x = e, we have g(y, z) = g(e, y · z) = 0 for all
x, y ∈ sl(n), and hence g = 0 and 〈e〉 + S becomes an algebra section of gl(n).
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R(A) · A = 0, we have ρx = 0 for all x ∈ gl(n). Using this condition, from (E5) with x = e =
z, we obtain 0 = δg(e, y, e) = g(e, y) − yg(e, e), and hence g(e, y) = yg(e, e) = λy(g(e, e)).
From (E5)′ with x = e, 0 = δ′g(e, y, z) = −g(e, [y, z]) and hence g(e, y) = 0, y ∈ sl(n) and
λy(g(e, e)) = 0 for all y ∈ sl(n). Now from this we claim g(e, e) = 0. Suppose that g(e, e) = 0.
Then 〈g(e, e)〉 becomes a λ(gl(n)) submodule since λe = Id and then Lemma 3.1(2) forces that
kerλ = gl(n), which contradicts the fact that λe = Id. Hence g(e, e) = 0 and g(e, y) = 0 for
all y ∈ gl(n). From (E5) with z = e, we get g([x, y], e) − xg(y, e) + yg(x, e) = 0. By the
semisimplicity of sl(n), H 1(sl(n),R(A)) = 0 and g( , e) is a coboundary, that is, g( , e) defines a
1-cocycle with respect to the representation λ : sl(n) → R(A). This implies that there exists some
v ∈ R(A) such that g(x, e) = λx(v) for all x ∈ sl(n). Now we choose a new section e˜ = e − v,
and then x · e˜ = x · (e − v) = x + g(x, e) − λx(v) = x = x · e for all x ∈ sl(n). Now e˜ · x = x
follows from ρx = 0 and g(e, x) = 0 as shown above. From (E5)′ with z = e, g(x, y) = g(x ·
y, e) − g([x, y], e) − xf (y, e) = 0 for all x, y ∈ sl(n). Therefore 〈˜e〉 + S becomes the desired
algebra section of gl(n).
For the case (3), λe = ρe = Id by Lemma 4.2. If e · e = e + r , r ∈ R(A). Then define a new
section as e˜ = e − r , so that e˜ · e˜ = (e − r) · (e − r) = e · e − r · e − e · r + r · r = e − r = e˜.
Again we may assume that e is an idempotent and g(e, e) = 0. Now from (E5) with x = z = e,
using λe = ρe = Id we obtain 0 = δg(e, y, e) = g(y, e). Similarly from (E5)′ with x = z = e,
we obtain g(e, y) = 0. As before 〈˜e〉+ S becomes the desired Lie algebra section of gl(n). From
now on we will show that 〈˜e〉 + S is a subalgebra. Let eij in gl(n) be a matrix where the only
nonzero entry is 1 at (i, j)-slot. We want to show that g(eij , ekl) = 0 and we divide the proof into
the cases depending on whether those indices i, j, k, l coincide or not. From (E5) with x = eii ,
y = z = ejj and x = ejj , y = z = eii we get
ejj g(eii , eii) = −ejj g(eii , ejj ), eiig(ejj , ejj ) = −eiig(eii , ejj ),
g(eii , ejj ) = (eii + ejj )g(eii , ejj ).
Now we consider the linear subspace V spanned by 〈eij , eji , eii , ejj 〉 and apply the conditions
(E5) and (E5)′ on V first to show g = 0 on V . For short, we will write x, y,h,f instead of
eij , eji , eii − ejj , eii + ejj . Applying Lemma 4.3(1), λxδg(x,h,h) = 0, we get xg(x,h) = 0
and by comparing λf δg(x,h, x) = 0 with λhδg(x,h, x) = 0, we get g(x, x) = 0. Similarly,
we obtain yg(y,h) = 0 and g(y, y) = 0. From λf (δg(x,h, y) + δg(y,h, x)) − λyδg(x, y, x) −
λxδg(x, y, y) = 0, we get xg(y,h) = 0, yg(x,h) = 0 and hence f g(x,h) = 0, f g(y,h) = 0.
From δg(x, y,h) = 0 and δg(x,h, y) = 0, we get g(h,h) = 2g(x, y), g(h,f ) = −hg(h,h),
f (g(f,f )+ g(h,h)) = 0 and hence g(eii , ejj ) = eiig(eii , eii )+ ejj g(ejj , ejj ). We have shown
above that g(e, y) = g(y, e) = 0 and hence
0 = g(eii , e) = g(eii , eii )+
∑
i =j





g(eii , eii)+ g(ejj , ejj )
)
,
where we use g(eii , eii) = eg(eii , eii) = ∑j ejj g(eii , eii), and hence g(eii , eii) = 0,
g(eii , ejj ) = 0. By comparing δg(x, y, x) = 0 with δg(x,h,h) = 0, we get g(x,f ) = 0,
g(x,h) = 0 and similarly we get g(y,f ) = 0, g(y,h) = 0. Therefore g(a, b) = 0 for all
a, b ∈ V .
From δg(ekl, eii , eii ) = 0 and δg(eii , ekk, ekl) = 0, we have g(ekl, eii) = eiig(ekl, eii),
g(ekl, eii) = ekkg(ekl, eii) and hence g(ekl, eii) = 0.
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g(eij , ekl) = eiig(eij , ekl) and hence g(eij , ekl) = 0.
From δg(eij , ejk, ekk) = 0 and δg(eij , eik, ekk) = 0, we have g(eij , ejk) = 0 and g(eij , eik) =
0. Therefore g(a, b) = 0 for all a, b ∈ gl(n).
Step 2. The proposition holds for general cases.
Proof of Step 2. We prove by induction on dimR(A). First we consider the case when R(A)2 =
0. If T is nonzero and proper, then we consider A/T . By induction hypothesis, there exists L′
in A/T which is a complementary subalgebra of R(A/T ) = R(A)/T . Consider L˜ = π−1(L′),
where π : A → A/T . Since R(L˜) = T , by the induction hypothesis again there exists a subal-
gebra L in L˜ and it is a complementary subalgebra of R(A) in A. If T = 0 or R(A), then we
consider P . If P is 0 or R(A), then it is Step 1. If P is a nonzero proper ideal, we consider A/P
similarly.
In the case of R(A)2 = 0, R(A)2 is proper in R(A) and R(A)2 is an ideal in A by the as-
sosymmetry. By induction there is a subalgebra L′ of A/R(A)2 and let L˜ = π−1(L′) ⊂ A where
π : A → A/R(A)2. Then R(L˜) = R(A)2 and by induction there exists a complementary subal-
gebra L in L˜, and clearly L is a complementary subalgebra of R(A) in A.
Step 3. Any two complementary subalgebras are transformed into each other by a product of
automorphisms of the form ead(r) where r ∈ R(A).
Proof of Step 3. First we consider the cases (1), (2), (3) of Step 1 when R(A)2 = 0. For the
case (1), the complementary subalgebra is 〈e〉 + S = A2. Suppose that there exists another
complementary subalgebra Q. Then A2 = (R(A) + Q)2 = Q2 ⊂ Q, and since Q is simple,
Q = Q2 = A2 = 〈e〉 + S. Note that adr = 0 in this case.
For the case (2) with another complementary subalgebra Q, we can define a map h : 〈e〉+S →
R(A) such that x + h(x) ∈ Q and hence h(xy) = xh(y) and h(x) = xh(e) since xy + h(xy) =
(x + h(x))(y + h(y)) = xy + xh(y). Therefore h(x) = [x,h(e)] for all x ∈ 〈e〉 + S. Note that
eadr = 1 + adr for r ∈ R(A) since R(A)2 = 0.
For the case (3), with Q and h as above, we have h(xy) = xh(y)+h(x)y, since (x+h(x))(y+
h(y)) = xy + xh(y)+ h(x)y. Recall that λe = ρe = Id in this case, and it follows that h(e) = 0.
This implies that there exists some r ∈ R(A) such that h(x) = [x, r] for all x ∈ 〈e〉 + S by the
corresponding statement of the Levi theorem.
Now consider the general case and apply the induction on dim(R(A)). Suppose this is proved
for all assosymmetric algebras whose R(A) is of dimension < dimR(A). Similarly as in the
proof of Step 2, set A1 = A/K , where K is T , P or R(A)2 and L1, Q1 be the projection image
of L = 〈e〉 + S, Q onto A1 respectively. L1 is a complementary subalgebra of R(A)/K in A1.
Therefore there exists r1 ∈ R(A) such that ead(r1+K)Q1 ⊂ L1 implying ead r1Q ⊂ K +L. Since
dimK < dimR(A), we may apply the induction hypothesis to A2 = K +L ⊂ A. Therefore there
exists r2, . . . , ri ∈ K such that ead ri · · · ead r1Q ⊂ L 
Corollary 4.5. Let A/R(A) = gl(n) (n > 1).
(1) If dimR(A) < n, then we have a direct sum A = R(A)⊕ gl(n).
(2) If dimR(A) = n, then A = R(A)⊕ gl(n), A = aff(n) or aff(n)′ (i.e., the opposite algebra of
aff(n)).
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n, then λ = ρ = 0 by above Lemma 4.2(2) and (2)′ and hence A = R(A)⊕ gl(n). If dimR(A) =
n and λ = 0 so that kerλ = 0, then λ(gl(n)) = gl(R(A)) and R(A)2 = 0 since if R(A)2 = 0, then
R(A)2 would be a λ invariant subspace of dimension less than n. By (E3)′, [λx,ρy] = 0 and by
Schur’s lemma, ρy is a scalar and kerρ = 0, which implies that ρ = 0 again by Lemma 4.2(2)′.
If dimR(A) = n and ρ = 0 so that kerλ = 0, then we can get the result by using A∗. 
Now let us consider the Wedderburn theorem for the general case when A/R(A) =∑gl(ni).
Lemma 4.6. Let A be an assosymmetric algebra with R(A)2 = 0. Let A/R(A) =∑gl(ni) and
ei be the identity element of gl(ni). Then
(1) {λei , ρej | i, j = 1, . . . , k} generates an abelian Lie subalgebra of gl(R(A)).
(2) R(A) can be decomposed as R(A) =∑i,j=0,1,...,k Rij where λei |Rij = Id = ρej |Rij , for all
i, j = 1, . . . , k; λei = Id, ρek = 0 for all k on Ri0; ρei = Id, λek = 0 for all k on R0i; and
λek = 0 = ρek for all k on R00.
(3) Let Ri =∑kj=0 Rij . Then λei = Id on Ri and λei = 0 on Rj with j = i. Similar statements
hold for ρej .
Proof. (1) follows from (E3), (E4), and (E4)′. (2) and (3) are immediate from (1) and
Lemma 4.1. 
Theorem 4.7. Let A be an assosymmetric algebra over C such that A/R(A) has no 1-
dimensional factor. Then the Wedderburn decomposition theorem holds, i.e., there exists a sub-
algebra section of A/R(A) in A complementary to R(A) and any two such complementary
subalgebras are transformed into each other by a product of automorphisms of the form ead(r)
where r ∈ R(A). For the case of real assosymmetric algebra, the same conclusion holds if the
complexification of A/R(A) has no 1-dimensional complex factor.
Proof. For the short exact sequences 0 → R(A) → A →∑qi=1 gl(ni) → 0, we can find a subal-
gebra Li with p(Li) = gl(ni) so that A = R(A)+∑qi=1 Li , by the previous proposition working
on each subalgebra p−1(gl(ni)) observing that R(p−1(gl(ni))) = R(A). We want to show step
by step as before that L is a subalgebra of the assosymmetric algebra A.
Step 1. The proposition holds for each of the following four cases:
(1) R(A) = T = P ;
(2) R(A)2 = 0, P = 0 and T = R(A) (or T = 0 and P = R(A));
(3) R(A)2 = 0 and T = P = 0.
Proof of Step 1. By the Proposition 4.4, there are subalgebra sections Li in A.
For the complex case, λ = ρ = 0 and let xi ∈ sl(ni) and ei be the identity element of gl(ni).
From (E5) with x = ei , y = z = ej , we have g(ei, ej ) = 0. From (E5) with x = xi , y = yi ,
z = ej , we have g(xi, ej ) = 0 and from (E5)′ with x = ei , y = yj , z = zj , we have g(ei, yj ) = 0.
From (E5) with x = e =∑ ei , y = yi , z = zj , we have g(yi, zj ) = 0. This shows that L is a
subalgebra.
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λej g(ei, ej ) ∈ Imλej and from (E5)′ with x = y = ei , z = ej , we have g(ei, ej ) = λei f (ei, ej ) ∈
Imλei . So we get g(ei, ej ) = 0 since Imλei ∩ Imλej = {0} from Lemma 4.6(3). From (E5) with
x = ei , y = yj , z = ej we get g(ei, yj ) = yjg(ei, ej ) = 0. From (E5)′ with x = xi , y = ei ,
z = ej , we have g(xi, ej ) = xif (ei, ej ) = 0. From (E5) with x = xi and y = yj , z = ej we have
g(xi, yj ) = yjg(xj , ej ) = 0. Therefore L is a complementary subalgebra.
For the case (3), from (E5) with x = ei , y = z = ej and (E5)′ with x = y = ei , z = ej , we
get g(ei, ej ) = eig(ei, ej )ej . We choose x′i = xi −
∑
j xig(ei, ej )ej , then
x′i · y′i = xi · yi −
∑
xi · yig(ei, ej )ej = (xi · yi)′, e′i · e′j = g(ei, ej )− eig(ei, ej )ej
and hence L′i is a subalgebra of A with g(e′i , e′j ) = 0. From (E5) with x = ei , y = yj , z = ej
and x = ei , y = ej , z = yj and from (E5)′ with x = ej , y = yj , z = ei and x = yj , y = ej ,
z = ei , we know that g(yj , ei) = g(ei, yj ) = 0. From (E5) with x = ej , y = yi , z = zj , we
have g(yi, zj ) = −ejg(yi, zj ) and from (E5)′ with x = ei , y = yi , z = zj , we have g(yi, zj ) =
eif (yi, zj ). Therefore we get g(yi, zj ) = 0 as before.
Step 2. The proposition holds for general cases.
Proof of Step 2. Generally, we can obtain the result using the induction of the dimension of
R(A) as before. In fact exactly the same proof of Step 2 of Proposition 4.4. applies.
Step 3. Any two complementary subalgebras are transformed into each other by a product of
automorphisms of the form ead(r) where r ∈ R(A).
Proof of Step 3. First we consider the cases (1), (2), (3) of Step 1. For the case (1), the com-
plementary subalgebra is
∑
Li = A2. Suppose that there exists another complementary subalge-
bra Q. Then A2 = (R(A)+Q)2 = Q2 ⊂ Q, and since Q is semisimple, Q = A2 = A2 =∑Li .
For the case (2) with another complementary subalgebra Q, we can define a map h :∑Li →
R(A) such that x + h(x) ∈ Q and hence h(xy) = xh(y), h(x) = xh(e) where e =∑ ei since
(x + h(x))(y + h(y)) = xy + xh(y). Therefore h(x) = [x,h(e)] for all x ∈∑Li .
For the case (3), with Q and h as above, we have h(xy) = xh(y)+h(x)y, since (x+h(x))(y+
h(y)) = xy + xh(y) + h(x)y. We know that there exists some r ∈ R(A) such that h(x) = [x, r]
for all x ∈∑ sl(ni) by the corresponding statement of the Levi theorem and
h(eii) = h(eij · eji) = eij h(eji)+ h(eij )eji = eij [eji, r] + [eij , r]eji = eiir − reii = [eii , r]
for the standard basis eij of gl(n). Therefore h(x) = [x, r] for all x ∈ ∑gl(ni) = ∑Li . The
proof for the general case is exactly the same as the previous case when i = 1.
Let A be an assosymmetric algebra over R. Then it is known that R(A ⊗ C) = R(A) ⊗ C
for general left-symmetric algebra A [6] and hence by above, A ⊗ C = R(A) ⊗ C + L and
A ⊗ C = Rad(A) ⊗ C + S ⊗ C by Levi decomposition A = Rad(A) + S. First we consider the
case of R(A)2 = 0. By Levi theorem, there is some r in Rad(A)⊗C and in fact in R(A)⊗C such
that ead r
∑
sl(ni) = S ⊗C, where we denote L =∑gl(ni) =∑(〈ei〉 + sl(ni)) and L′ = ead rL
is a subalgebra. Since S ⊗ C ⊂ L′, S ⊗ C = S ⊗ C ⊂ L′ and hence L′ ⊂ L′ from eii = eij eji ,
which implies that L′ = L′. Therefore there exists a complementary subalgebra of R(A). The
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same as in complex case. 
Corollary 4.8. Let A be an assosymmetric algebra over C.
(1) There exists a unique minimal ideal I such that A/I =∑gl(1).
(2) There exists a unique minimal ideal J such that there is a complementary subalgebra S
which is isomorphic to
∑
ni>1 gl(ni).
Theorem 4.9. Let A be an assosymmetric algebra over C. If Rad(A−) is a nilpotent Lie algebra,
then the Wedderburn Principal theorem holds, i.e., there exists a subalgebra complementary to
R(A).
Proof. Let us consider Step 1 when R(A)2 = 0 again. Since Rad(A−) is nilpotent, the case (2)
of Step 1 in Proposition 4.4, i.e., the case ρe = 1 and λe = 0 (or ρe = 0 and λe = 1) does not
appear and we can take a subalgebra section of gl(1), i.e., we showed there exists an idempotent
e corresponding to e ∈ gl(1). Now for each such choices of idempotents ei ’s in L =∑Li , the
proof of Step 1 of Theorem 4.7 shows that L is indeed a subalgebra. The general step follows as
before. 
From now on let A be an assosymmetric algebra over C. An idempotent e in an (arbitrary)
algebra A is called primitive in case that there do not exist orthogonal idempotents u,v in A
(i.e., uv = vu = 0) such that e = u + v. In a finite-dimensional algebra, any idempotent e may
be written as a sum e = e1 + · · · + et of pairwise orthogonal idempotents ei . An idempotent e is
called principal in case there is no idempotent u which is orthogonal to e. Let {e1, e2, . . . , et } be
a set of pairwise orthogonal idempotents in A. A Pierce decomposition relative to {e1, e2, . . . , et }
for A is the decomposition as the vector space direct sum A =∑Aij , where Aij = {xij | ekxij =
δkixij , xij ek = δjkxij , for all k = 1,2, . . . , t} for i, j = 0,1, . . . , t . Note that ei ∈ Aii .
Theorem 4.10. Let A be an assosymmetric algebra and {e1, e2, . . . , et } be a set of pairwise
orthogonal idempotents. Then A has a Pierce decomposition A =∑Aij such that
AijAjk ⊂ Aik, (8)
AijAkl = 0, for j = k (9)
and
(xij , yjk, zkl) = 0, for (i, j, k, l) = (i, i, i, i). (10)
Proof. Lemmas 4.1–4.3 still hold even when R2 = 0 in this case since g(ei, ej ) = 0, i.e., ei ’s
are orthogonal idempotents in A, not in the quotient. By assosymmetry conditions, we obtain the
following:
• eh(xij ykl) = (δhi + δhk − δjh)xij ykl ,
• eh[xij , ykl] = δhixij ykl − δhkyklxij ,
• (xij ykl)eh = (δhl + δhj − δkh)xij ykl ,
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Therefore AijAjk ⊂ Aik , AijAkl = 0, j = k.
Since (xij , yjk, zkl) = (yjk, xij , zkl) = (xij , zkl, yjk), (xij , yjk, zkl) = 0, when (i, j, k, l) =
(i, i, i, i). 
Since R(A) is an ideal, we can decompose R(A) =∑Rij relative to {e1, e2, . . . , et } similarly.
Let us look at the case when A = R(A) + gl(n) first. Let gl(n) = span{eij | i, j = 1, . . . , n}.
Then {e11, . . . , enn} becomes a set of orthogonal idempotents. Relative to this set, R(A) =∑Rij
where Rij = {rij | ekkrij = δkirij , rij ekk = δjkrij , for all k = 1,2, . . . , n}. Then for each i, j ,
Aij = Rij + span{eij }. Now note that Aij · Aji is not nilpotent since the idempotent eii = eij ·
eji ∈ Aij ·Aji . Now if A = R(A)+gl(n1)+gl(n2), we consider a set of orthogonal idempotents
{e11, . . . , en1n1, en1+1 n1+1, . . . , en1+n2 n1+n2} and Aij · Aji is nilpotent if, for example, 1 i 
n1, n1 +1 j  n1 +n2. More generally we obtain the following corollary from the Wedderburn
decomposition.
Corollary 4.11. Let A be an assosymmetric algebra and A =∑Aij be the Pierce decomposition
relative to a set of orthogonal idempotents {e1, e2, . . . , et }.
(1) If AijAji is nilpotent, then Aij = Rij . If AijAji is not nilpotent, then there exists eij ∈
Aij −Rij such that Aij = Rij + span{eij }.
(2) Let Ni = {k | AikAki is not nilpotent}. Then span{est | s, t ∈ Ni} = gl(ni), where ni is the
number of Ni .
(3) If A00 is nilpotent, then there exists a subalgebra of A complementary to R(A).
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